Maybach 57: An Axceptional Car, Created for True Connoisseurs
Maybach introduces the Maybach 57 face-lift: luxury appointments and timeless
design meet outstanding engineering and effortless performance.
December 7, 2010 (FPRC) -- Following the 2010 face-lift that affected all Maybach vehicles, the
Maybach 57 model confirms its leading position in the high-end luxury automotive segment. The
results reached by Maybach’s engineers in terms of style and performance are unrivaled, even in
this exclusive automotive segment.
What’s more, the possibility for personalization are almost endless, with a wide array of paint
finishes, exterior features and interior options that allow the owner to fully express his personality.
The Maybach 57 strikes for its perfect combination of self assured elegance and powerful
impression: its impeccable lines are absolutely eye-catching and have been emphasized by the
stylish results of the design face-lift, including as an instance the LED daytime driving lights that
embellish the front view.
The sophisticated chassis technology, that includes double wishbone front suspension, multi-link
independent rear suspension, reinforced stabilizers and AIRMATIC Dual Control semi-active air
suspension as a standard, confers on Maybach 57 unmatchable handling characteristics.
Even when it comes to the comfort, Maybach Manufaktur didn’t stoop to compromises with the
Maybach 57 face-lift. Driver and passengers are surrounded by an atmosphere of absolute luxury
and well-being. The interior compartment is incredibly spacious and enriched by state of the art
technologies and interior appointments of the finest materials, superbly handcrafted by Maybach’s
specialists at the Maybach Manufaktur. The superior comfort that is possible to be felt in the
Maybach 57 is perfectly expressed by the seats concept, a benchmark of the manufacturer: five
memory buttons allow to store the perfect seat settings for five different drivers, saving the settings
for fore/aft position, height, backrest and cushion inclination, cushion length and head restraint
height.
Furthermore, the integral seats with their gentle massage function and the technically advanced
acclimatised seats lavishly crafted in soft, precious leather, ensure the maximum well being and
gently welcome the privileged ones aboard.
Contact Information
For more information contact Mariachiara Troise of Maybach
(http://www.maybach-manufaktur.com/)
+39 02 6474 1440
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